SUMMARY Mesh networking technologies for both high-rate and lowrate wireless personal area networks (WPANs) are under development by several standardization bodies. They are considering to adopt distributed TDMA MAC protoccoc to provide seamless user mobility as well as a good peer-to-peer QoS in WPAN mesh. It has been, however, pointed out that the absence of a central controller in the wireless TDMA MAC may cause a severe performance degradation: e.g., fair allocation, service differentiation, and admission control may be hard to achieve or can not be provided. In this paper, we suggest a new framework of resource allocation for the distributed MAC protocols in WPANs. Simulation results show that our algorithm achieves both a fair resource allocation and flexible service differentiations in a fully distributed way for mesh WPANs where the devices have high mobility and various requirements. We also provide an analytical modeling to discuss about its unique equilibrium and to compute the lengths of reserved time slots at the stable point. key words: resource allocation, distributed MAC, mesh wireless PAN
Introduction
Wireless personal area networks (WPANs), which enable short-range wireless ad hoc connectivity, are expected to play an essential part in the 4G communication systems. Currently, two advanced types of WPAN are under development by IEEE: 802.15.3 is the high-rate (HR) WPAN standard for high-quality multimedia distributions [1] , and 802.15.4 is being developed for a low-rate (LR) WPAN that supports very low power consumption [2] . Both of the standards adopt TDMA for their multiple access controls. In particular, TDMA is very useful in the HR-WPAN for a good peer-to-peer QoS. The HR-WPAN consists of several devices (DEVs), and one DEV among them is required to assume the role of the piconet coordinator (PNC). The PNC allocates time slots to the DEVs. The LR-WPAN works in a similar way, although TDMA is optional.
It has been pointed out by many researchers that such a centralized control may lead to a serious performance degradation under ad-hoc and dynamic conditions [3] . The problem is that those centralized MAC does not provide seam-less user mobility without any interruption. For example, a DRY moves out of a PVC's coverage and enters into other PVC's area, the power of a PNC goes off, and so on. In addition, WPAN has a small range and it requires DEVs to be connected in a multi-hop networking. The only way of multi-hop transmission under current standard is generating several number of piconets and connecting each one as a child to another. The technique, however, may cause a big waste of resources.
Currently, many efforts are being made by standardization bodies, industry and academia to resolve those problems. Most importantly, the IEEE 802.15.5 Task Group (TG) is under development of WPAN mesh networks that enable extensions of WPAN coverage and provide enhanced reliability [4] . They are considering to adopt a very different form of MAC protocol that is fully distributed such that every DEV becomes a PNC and reserves its time slot by negotiation with others [5]. Also, a large number of companies are working together to develop a distributed protocol called MBOA MAC that provides distributed reservations by DEVs themselves [6] . The IEEE 802.15.3b TG also has been working to improve the WPAN MAC [7] .
Those distributed MAC protocols settle the WPAN's problems of seamless mobility and access. On the other hand, however, the fact that there is no central controller may cause different kind of problems to the performance of WPAN as follows. First, fair resource allocation may be hard to achieve [5] . Since there is no controller that allocates channel times to DEVs, all of the frame time may be taken by a DEV that is greedy or joined the piconet first. Second, service differentiation can not be provided, as the DEVs have no way of determining their service priorities. Finally, since there is no procedure for a DEV to determine its eligibility to join a piconet, admission control can not be performed and it may cause a throughput problem especially for multimedia traffic.
In this paper, we propose an algorithm that achieves both fair resource allocation and admission control for distributed WPAN MAC protocols. It also provides a means for service differentiation. Without the presence of a central controller, the only information required for each DEV is the amount of channel time reserved by other DEVs. We perform simulations to show that our mechanism attains all the desired properties, i.e. fair resource allocation, service differentiation, and guaranteeing minimum requirements. Also we provide an analytical model to discuss about its unique equilibrium and convergence property. 
The Algorithm
We describe our resource allocation mechanism in this sec- The DEVs may move around and thus dynamically join or leave the group which share a superframe. If a DEV joins the group, then it has a beacon slot in the BP and broadcasts its beacon frame in the slot. When it leaves the group, its beacon slot becomes empty and it may be occupied by other DEV. The beacon frame contains the reservations (Ti) and minimum requirements (mi) of all DEVs in the group that are active and occupy their own slots in BP ( Fig. 3 ). Therefore, by scanning a single beacon period, a DEV is able to know Ti and mi of all DEVs in the group, as well as two-hop apart DEVs in other group so that hidden nodes are avoided.
Using a reservation protocol of the system, the DEVs take turns to make reservations in the DTP. DEV i, at its turn, computes its fair share of channel times (MAS) in DTP and reserves the new Ti by broadcasting its beacon frame. A DEV computes its Ti as follows. 
where Ui is a real function that is strictly concave with respect to Ti and has its optimal at ( 2) Every DEV in the system of (1) tries to optimize its utility function Ui, and given C and T, the optimal policy of a DEV is always determined by (2) . Note that T is known to DEVs through the beacon frames. The modeling and analysis of a system of optimizations, where the users independently decide their optimal policy in order to maximize their utilities in communication networks, has been widely studied in many literature. One can easily see that the optimization problem given by (1) is a special case of the general bandwidth allocation model investigated in [9] . According to Theorem 2 in [9], which establishes the uniqueness of the Nash equilibrium point [10] in the bandwidth allocation model, (1) also has a unique equilibrium at which point all DEV are satisfied with the allocation: i.e., no DEV can increase its utility without decreasing other DEVs' objectives. Now consider the convergence of our algorithm. Let T(t) be a K-dimensional vector whose components are MAS reservations at a discrete time t. Then the dynamics of the system (1) can be formulated by the following iterative equation:
where F is some continuous mapping. DEVs change their reservations iteratively until T converges to the fixed point solution of (3). We adopt the Gauss-Seidel type iteration [11] by which only one component of T can be updated at a time and the most recent information is available. Thus, in our implementation, T(t) and T(t+1) can be different only INF (5)
where ƒÉ*i and ƒÊ*i are Lagrange multipliers, and Ci=C-Tothers. From (5) and (6), we have the following implications:
Using the fact that Ci-Ti=C-T*, write (7) 
